
Green Group Kindergarten , Weekly Reflection 

Term 3, Week 5, August 9th —11th August ,2022. 

Term 3. WEEK 5 

This week we said goodbye to our wonderful student Jessica and thanked her with a big card and chocolates.  

We talked more about our planet system and we changed the light box with some fluorescent stars and moons and used the glass eye viewers too. 

There was great interest and we extended this when we took some large marbles from our new black space playdoh area and also used them in the 

light box.  The dark marbles changed to light iridescent see-through colours.  It was amazing how the light affected them. We also began to balance 

the marbles on the eye viewers.   

Our WORD WALL continues to grow as the children eagerly participate with new words and it is a true memory game!!  During our group time 

we also looked through glass lids and we put a small shell in one. How did the glass change it? What’s inside?  

At morning meeting, we talked about the fables; The 3 Little Pigs and Goldilocks and the Three Bears.  We had fun sorting the sequence order of 

the story and also making our own houses out of bricks, sticks and straw.  

Now the Commonwealth games have finished some sporting groups also have their finales. Sebastian and Annabelle brought in their medals and 

certificates from Auskick to share and we gave them 3 cheers!!  

Our park visit was very energetic. We tossed the Frisbees, went up and down climbing equipment, running, and soccer play finishing with a story 

before heading home. Later in the afternoon, we had a new mindful puzzle  where we took turns to balance the wooden birds on the branch. The 

concentration and calmness allowed children to be in the moment and focus their attention on one thing. This was extremely important for their 

wellbeing and was handled well by all ,especially after our time at the park.  

Children often bring their books but this week there were many soft animals in our kindergarten visits and some played with Puppy and Penguin!! 

We continue to learn and discover our world. So until next week BE HAPPY!!  

Links to the National Quality Framework Area 1 .Educational Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy .  


